Chronological Changes of Microcalcifications of Breast Carcinoma.
BACKGROUND: Clustered microcalcifications are important for the detection of breast carcinomas, but few reports have described chronological changes of the microcalcifications. METHODS: The mammographic features of 18 breast cancer cases for which previous survey films were available and in which clustered microcalcifications with no tumor shadows were recognized at diagnosis were studied. Chronological changeswere analyzed by measuring the increase in the length of areas containing calcifications and the diameters of microcalcifications on mammograms using computerized image analysis. RESULTS: Chronological changes in the length of areas of microcalcifications were classified into two types by simple linear regression. Fast increase was common in the comedo type of carcinoma and slow increase was common in the non-comedo type. Three of nine cases that received follow-up examinations on two or more occasions eventually changed from slow type to fast type, and the distributionpattern of diameters of microcalcifications also changed from non-comedo type to comedo type. A follow-up study of 48 cases with a cluster of fewer than five extremely fine calcifications revealed breast carcinoma in 7 patients within 5 years. CONCLUSION: The increase of microcalcifications was generally fast in comedotype and slow in non-comedo type lesions. An increase in the extent of microcalcification was seen occasionally during the last period between follow-up examinations in mixed type tumors, indicating a conversion of the intraductal component to a more malignant grade.